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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3871-Jabari, an ambitious man? 

James knew Jabari very well, and Jabari did not fit that description. His 
strength was one of the best in the Primordial Age. He could have easily 
dominated and taken control of the Twelfth Universe back then, but he chose 
not to. Instead, he wandered around the ruins of the Twelfth Universe in 
search of hints of Yukia’s whereabouts. 

How could a person like him conspire for the mere position of the head of the 
Xaadsan family? 

“Are you telling the absolute truth?” James glared at Laethis. 

Laethis immediately nodded and replied, “I did not utter a single lie.” 

James asked, “Then, where did he go after fleeing with Xulia as a hostage?” 

Laethis said, “Jabari was besieged by many of our family’s powerhouses and 
was injured. However, since he was holding our young lady hostage, none of 
us dared to act recklessly. We had no choice but to let him leave. We tried 
following his traces, but he escaped into the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone. 
Our family members did not dare to follow him deep into the place and turned 
around. We’ve had people guarding the exit of the Ecclesiastical Restricted 
Zone all these years, but they’ve yet to come out.” 

“The Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone?” James frowned lightly. 

He had just learned about the Nine Heavens and Ten Earths in the Dark 
World. However, he was unfamiliar with the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone. 

Yet, he was sure that a place worthy of being a restricted area in the Dark 
World was definitely not simple. 

James asked, “What kind of place is the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone?” 

“…” 

His question took Laethis aback. He looked at James with a suspicious look. 
“D-Do you not know about the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone, Sir?” 



“Cut the cr*p, and answer whatever I ask you.” James’ face darkened, and his 
voice was grim. 

Laethis dared not hide anything from him and answered truthfully, “The 
Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone is an ancient region that has been restricted in 
the Dark World. Any place that is named a restricted area is terrifying. They 
have power that surpasses a Ninth Stage Lord. Ordinary places are not even 
qualified as restricted areas.” 

“Power that surpasses a Ninth Stage Lord?” 

James was surprised. 

In the Illuminated World’s twelve universes, a Ninth Power Macrocosm 
Ancestral God was the limit permitted by the Heavenly Path. 

Were the living beings in the Dark World capable of surpassing a Ninth Stage 
Lord? 

“Tell me about the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone,” said James. 

“Alright.” Laethis answered honestly, “The Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone is 
situated at the junction of the Boundless Welkin and the Triple Star Welkin. 
However, there aren’t any records about when it came into existence. I only 
know that it’s been there since ancient times. 

“Rumor has it that a being surpassing a Ninth Stage Lord had fallen in the 
Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone. An existence like that is called an Acmean in 
the Dark World. 

“An Acmean had fallen inside the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone. Despite that, 
his remaining aura was still extremely terrifying. Even a Ninth Stage Lord 
wouldn’t dare travel deep into the area. 

“There are also rumors that another Acmean is hiding in the Ecclesiastical 
Restricted Zone. There are countless formations in there. It’s a dead end once 
you enter it. Since ancient times, many people have attempted to venture the 
place, but no one has returned alive.” 

After speaking, he asked tentatively, “Sir, what exactly is your relationship with 
Jabari? If you’re friends with him, I advise you not to look for them. The 
Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone isn’t any ordinary place. 



“If you’re an enemy of his, rest assured that he most likely died after entering 
the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone.” 

James listened attentively in silence. 

After Laethis finished speaking, James stood up and said, “I’ll go verify these 
things you’ve told me today. I will venture into the Ecclesiastical Restricted 
Zone. If I find out that you’ve lied to me, I’ll destroy your family.” 

James left a few words before disappearing. 

After James left, Laethis’ smile disappeared, replaced by a grim expression. 
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base in the Boundless Holy Site and acquired a few clues about Jabari’s 
whereabouts. He learned that Jabari had entered the Ecclesiastical Restricted 
Zone. 

Although the Xaadsan family’s words could not be fully trusted, James 
believed that Jabari had entered the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone and was 
sure he would find Jabari there. 

Laethis also warned him of the dangers of the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone, 
and James learned that those who had surpassed a Ninth Stage Lord were 
called Acmeans. 

Afterward, he left the Xaadsans’ base. He did not plan to immediately venture 
into the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone because it would be dangerous, not to 
mention that Acmeans were also involved. James planned to return to the 
Malevolent Land in the Ten Earths to ask Sienna about it first. 

After all, Sienna was an Eighth Stage Lord that controlled the Malevolent 
Lord. Even though she had never been to the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone, 
she must have heard about the place. 

James appeared outside Mount Malevolent Moon. 

There was a protective formation outside the mountain. James did not force 
his way through. 



The moment he reached the mountain gate, Sienna was already there to see 
him. She wore a long, black dress and looked extremely glamorous. Her 
pretty face was full of joy as she quickly approached him. 

“How did it go? Did you find out where Jabari is?” 

James nodded lightly and said, “Yeah. I searched all of the Ten Earths but 
found no traces of him. After I went to the Boundless Welkin, I sensed his 
aura in the Xaadsans’ base. I went there and inquired about Jabari, and they 
told me some things about him…” 

James briefly explained what had happened. 

Sienna exclaimed, “The Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone?” 

James looked at her. Judging from the change in her expression, it was 
evident she had heard about the place before. He inquired, “What kind of 
place is the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone?” 

Sienna explained, “It’s rare for places to be named restricted areas or zones. 
Most of these restricted areas are related to ancient legends.” 

“Ancient legends?” James was slightly surprised. 

Sienna nodded and said, “Mhm. It’s the legend of Acmeans.” 

Hearing the mention of Acmeans again, James asked, “I also heard from the 
Xaadsans that Acmeans are existences that surpass Ninth Stage Lords. Do 
such powerhouses really exist in the Dark World?” 

A Ninth Stage Lord was equivalent to a Nine-Power Macrocosm Ancestral 
God. 

The Omnipotent Lord was the only Nine-Power Macrocosm Ancestral God in 
the Illuminated World’s twelve universes. Nobody had surpassed a Nine-
Power Macrocosm Ancestral God in the twelve universes. 

The twelve universes were massive but only had one Nine-Power Macrocosm 
Ancestral God. Thus, having an Acmean was an even rarer thing. 

Sienna shook her head and said, “I don’t know. I’ve been in the Dark World for 
a very long time but have only heard about the legend of Acmeans. It might 
only be a legend without any basis. I can’t say for sure if they truly exist.” 



“Then, tell me more about the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone.” 

Sienna nodded and said, “The Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone is located at the 
junction of the Boundless Welkin and the Triple Star Welkin. It’s a very old 
place that has existed for a long time, but there aren’t any records of just how 
long. 

“I’m not sure what the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone is like. It’s a restricted 
area; even Dark Lords refrain from stepping in there. It’s even more 
impossible for Ancestral Gods to venture into these places. 

“But, I’ve heard about rumors that an Acmean had fallen in the Ecclesiastical 
Restricted Zone. There are also rumors that an Acmean lives there in 
seclusion.” 

… 

Sienna shared some of her knowledge. 

Everything she said was very similar to what Laethis had told him. 

In conclusion, the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone was a dangerous place that 
even powerful Dark Lords avoided. 

“I plan to venture into the Ecclesiastical Restricted Zone sometime soon,” said 
James. 
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him, “You shouldn’t act recklessly, James. You’ve just come to the Dark World 
and don’t understand the horror of the restricted areas. Let me explain. In the 
past, many went to these restricted zones. They all got contaminated with the 
power of these places and became terrifyingly strong, turning the Dark World 
upside down. 

“The Dark Strife that Yukia participated in seems to also be related to a 
certain restricted area.” 

“Oh, is that so? Could you tell me more?” asked James. 



Sienna shook his head and said, “It’s a taboo topic in the Dark World. Not 
many are aware of it. I’ve only heard a few rumors and don’t really know 
much. We can only wait for Xerxes’ return.” 

Speaking of Xerxes, James’ curiosity was piqued. 

“What kind of existence is Xerxes?” 

Sienna explained, “I don’t know much about his background either. I only 
know that he’s from a powerful family. His family’s ancestor had participated in 
the Dark Strife and knew some inside stories.” 

While speaking, Sienna’s expression became solemn. 

“The power distribution of the Nine Heavens and Ten Earths is very clear, and 
I know almost every prominent figure. However, these people are only the 
forces on the surface. There are still some unknown forces in the Dark World. 
Some of these forces are hidden in the restricted areas. In short, you must be 
careful in the Dark World and refrain from doing anything reckless.” 

James did not say much in response. 

He was very interested in the Dark World. He wanted to discover how many 
powerhouses were hidden in the depths of the Dark World and whether 
Acmeans really existed. 

Yukia fought against 300 Ninth Stage Lords, so her cultivation rank must have 
surpassed that of a Ninth-Stage Lord. She must have already become an 
Acmean. 

Apart from Yukia, were there any more Acmeans in the Dark World? 

James became very interested in these things. 

His desire to become stronger was ignited. He wanted to become even more 
powerful so he could fight against Acmeans. 

Xerxes had not returned yet. James was unsure whether Xerxes had found 
any information in his family’s ancient books. He temporarily stayed on Mount 
Malevolent Moon, waiting for Xerxes to return. 

James started to cultivate on Mount Malevolent Moon. He attempted to study 
the differences and similarities between the Dark and Illuminated Worlds. 



He cultivated for 3000 years. 

James sat in a lotus position within a bamboo groove on a spiritual mountain 
on Mount Malevolent Moon and exuded a powerful aura. 

Suddenly, a figure appeared before him. 

It was Sienna. As soon as she showed up, she shouted frantically, “James! 
Something bad has happened!” 

James stopped cultivating, stood up, and asked, “What’s the matter? What 
happened?” 

Sienna said solemnly, “Xerxes just contacted me and said something 
happened to his family!” 

James asked, “What happened?” 

Sienna said, “I didn’t know Xerxes very well in the past. I didn’t even know 
where he was from. I received his message just now and learned he’s from 
the Nine Heavens’ Hate Welkin. His family used to be very powerful in the 
Hate Welkin. However, their family became very low-profile after the Dark 
Strife and was gradually forgotten. 

“He just told me that he found clues from his family’s ancestral books. In fact, 
he found his ancestors’ notes. However, it attracted the attack of mysterious 
forces. His family was almost wiped out. He went through a lot to escape and 
is currently being hunted down. He needs our help!” 

Sienna’s expression was solemn. She knew Xerxes was an Eighth Stage 
Lord. Within the Nine Heavens and Ten Earths, only a handful of people could 
injure Xerxes and force him to escape a fight. 

James was startled. Xerxes had just returned to his family to investigate but 
was being hunted down after finding some clues about the Dark Strife. 

Moreover, Xerxes was a powerhouse, so his opponent had to be terrifying if 
even he was injured and forced to flee. 
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James had a strong intuition that a conspiracy was quietly unfolding, or in 
other words, there had been an invisible force controlling everything all along. 

There had always been a mysterious force hiding in the dark, and Yukia was 
their greatest nemesis. 

At his current strength, James’ intuitions were very accurate, and there could 
not be any mistakes. 

James felt he was close to the truth and was only one step away. 

He would unravel the truth very soon. 

“Where is Xerxes?” asked James. 

Sienna replied, “When he contacted me, he was close to leaving the Hate 
Welkin. However, I don’t know where he is now. I tried contacting him again 
but couldn’t get through to him.” 

“Let’s go find him immediately.” 

The two quickly left Mount Malevolent Moon and rushed to the Hate Welkin. 

… 

Somewhere in the Hate Welkin, a crack appeared in the sky. 

A man and woman emerged quietly from the crack. 

They were in a primitive mountain range. There were towering, old trees that 
intertwined, extending high into the sky and covering it. The surrounding area 
was catastrophic, and it was evident a fierce battle had taken place. 

The two were none other than Sienna and James, who had rushed over. 
Sienna looked below her and said, “Xerxes must’ve contacted me from this 
area. I can sense a lingering trace of his aura here, but I can’t locate him. He 
must have gone into hiding.” 

Her expression grew increasingly solemn. 

“I know that Xerxes is powerful. If he was pushed into such desperation, his 
opponent must be really strong. They’re probably not just a Ninth Stage Lord. 



There could’ve been multiple Ninth Stage Lords or even the legendary 
existences, Acmeans. If that’s the case, the Dark Strife back then must be far 
beyond what our current strength can handle.” 

James scanned his surroundings, trying to judge where Xerxes had fled by 
the aura he left behind. 

While doing so, he said, “Let’s not discuss this for now. We need to find 
Xerxes as soon as possible to ask him what happened.” 

James sensed Xerxes’ aura in the area. 

He casually waved his hand and grabbed a trace of the aura. 

James used the aura to locate Xerxes’ location. However, a magical force 
immediately shattered the Extrapolation Formation that appeared. 

Seeing the broken Extrapolation Formation, James’ expression became 
increasingly solemn. 

“It seems you’re right. Xerxes’ opponent is terrifyingly strong. I’m not able to 
locate him.” 

After speaking, James casually waved his hand, and potent Time Power 
emerged. 

James unleashed his Time Path’s Power. Although the Time Path was 
suppressed in the Dark World, he could still use it to a certain limit. His Time 
Power permeated the area, and time in the area began to regress. 

However, a magical force emerged and disintegrated James’ Time Path’s 
Power. The time immediately returned to normal. James suffered a backlash, 
and he stumbled a few steps backward. 

“What’s wrong?” Sienna immediately went to support him. 

James slightly waved his hand and said, “It’s nothing. There’s a potent force 
left in this area that’s protecting the time here. It’s preventing me from 
regressing time to when Xerxes was in this area. 

“Then, what should we do?” Sienna looked at James helplessly. 



She was an Eighth Stage Lord and had cultivated the Dark Path. She became 
one by absorbing Dark Matter. She hardly understood the various Paths of the 
Illuminated World. 

“Don’t panic.” James slightly waved his hand. 

“As long as Xerxes has been here, I can track his whereabouts. I’m really 
curious to find out what kind of powerhouse appeared here. The energy left in 
this area is enough to disrupt my Path Power.” 

James’ face became solemn. 

Afterward, he used his Chaos Path’s Power. 
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day and night, regression of time! Break!” 

His Chaos Power manifested and caused the surroundings to become 
distorted. Even the Dark Heavenly Path was affected by his power. 

At that moment, a powerful force intervened with the time, causing everything 
to regress. 

Or in other words, James broke through the time’s limit, forcefully traveled 
through the Dark World’s River of Time, and returned to the past with Sienna. 

James and Sienna returned to the moment when Xerxes had appeared. 

Swoosh! 

The void ahead of them split open, and a figure plummeted through it. The 
person fell into the mountain range and destroyed the surroundings. 

The person was none other than Xerxes. 

At that moment, Xerxes no longer had the mighty aura of a Ninth Stage Lord. 
His hair was messy, his body was covered in blood, and his aura was very 
weak. It was evident he had suffered severe injuries. 

After Xerxes fell into the area, a few unknown creatures also appeared. 



The creatures had illusory figures and did not look like they truly existed. Their 
figures constantly spasmed and were ever-changing. James could not identify 
what kind of beings they were. 

After appearing in the area, they immediately attacked Xerxes. 

Xerxes leaped from the ground, unleashing his power to withstand their 
attacks. 

Boom! 

An explosion broke out in the space and destroyed the surroundings. 

Xerxes seized the chance to escape and quickly disappeared. 

The series of events happened in an instant. 

Before James could even react, Xerxes had already disappeared. 

The strange creatures were about to chase after Xerxes. However, James 
quickly made a move. 

He appeared before them in a flash, raised his hand, and unleashed his 
Chaos Power. 

James’ Chaos Power transformed into a sharp sword. He grabbed onto the 
sword and slashed at the opponents. 

The creatures left out bizarre sounds. Immediately afterward, magical power 
emerged and parried James’ sword. 

Their forces collided, causing a huge explosion. 

The weird creatures immediately disappeared. Meanwhile, James took a few 
steps after being pushed away by the force. At the same time, a magical 
power forced them back to when they had just arrived in the area. 

James exclaimed, “They’re so strong.” 

Sienna asked, “What kind of monsters were they, James? Why are they so 
terrifying?” 

“I have no idea.” James shook his head lightly. 



James could not recognize the creatures chasing after Xerxes. However, he 
paid attention to the direction in which Xerxes had fled. Moreover, he had 
already driven away the creatures chasing after Xerses, so they probably 
stopped their hunt for now. 

“Let’s go.” James stretched out his hand and held Sienna’s. Then, they 
disappeared from the area in a flash. 

James traveled in the direction in which Xerxes fled. 

They left the Nine Heavens and Ten Earths, appearing in an unknown region. 

“James, we can’t go any further.” 

Sienna immediately reminded him, “We’re going too deep into the Dark World. 
We’re about to enter the Unknown Region. No one knows how big it is, and no 
one dares venture there either. Even the more brazen individuals know they 
wouldn’t have the strength to survive. The Dark Power’s oppression in there is 
too powerful, and even a Ninth Stage Lord isn’t capable of withstanding it.” 

“But Xerxes went in there.” 

James looked ahead into the darkness. The area was shrouded by black mist 
and looked exactly like the periphery of the Dark World. 

However, the dark mist felt even more eerie and sinister. It was not Dark 
Power but an unknown force that even a Dark Lord feared. 
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slightly taken aback. 

“What kind of place is that?” 

Sienna explained, “The Dark World is huge. There are the Nine Heavens and 
Ten Earths. The outermost part of the Dark World is connected to the twelve 
universes. 

“The so-called unknown region is unexplored. There are no living beings in 
there It’s somewhat equivalent to the Chaos Space outside the twelve 
universes, but not exactly the same. 



“The twelve universes were formed in the Chaos and exist within it. 

“The Dark World’s Unknown Region is different. It’s located in the deepest 
parts of the Dark World. It’s rumored a passage exists within these areas. 
However, nothing is known about where it leads to.” 

Even though Sienna had been in the Dark World for a long time, she was 
unfamiliar with the Unknown Region. 

James was surprised. The more he learned, the more terrifying the Dark 
World became. 

“Xerxes entered the Unknown Region. I have to find him no matter how 
dangerous it is. He’s a very crucial piece for me to learn more about Yukia. He 
holds the clues to solving the puzzles. I have to find him.” 

James turned to Sienna and said solemnly, “Since the Unknown Region is so 
dangerous and anything can happen, you should stay back. I’ll go there 
myself and quickly check out the situation. Xerxes is already injured, so he 
mustn’t have gone far. I’m sure I’ll be able to find him rather quickly. I’ll return 
as soon as I find him.” 

“What do you take me for?” Sienna asked. “Do I seem like the type of person 
to be afraid of danger? Besides, Xerxes is my friend. I’m coming with you. I’m 
curious about what’s hidden in the Dark World’s Unknown Region as well.” 

“Alright.” James nodded. 

Sienna was not weak. She was an Eighth Stage Lord, and James was not 
worried she would become a burden. 

The two advanced into the darkness without any hesitation. 

The area looked similar to the periphery of the Dark World. It was shrouded in 
boundless black mist, which contained corrosive powers. Even Dark Beings 
would be harmed by the power. 

In addition, there was an unknown power within the darkness. It was capable 
of blocking one’s Divine Sense and vision. Even a powerhouse like James 
had a limited field of sight within the dark mist. 

James kept moving forward, following the traces of Xerxes’ aura. 



Time seemed nonexistent in the darkness. Although James was a 
powerhouse, he lost his perception of time there as well. They seemed to 
have been walking through the darkness for a short while but also an eternity. 

“Are you able to sense Xerxes’ aura?” 

A feathery voice resounded in the darkness. 

James parted his lips and said, “Yeah. Although it’s weak, I can still sense 
traces of his aura. However, he seems to be in danger. I think those strange 
creatures might have caught up to him.” 

After speaking, James grabbed Sienna’s hand and disappeared from the 
area. The next moment, they appeared hundreds of millions of kilometers 
away. 

The Unknown Region was vast and seemed as boundless as the Chaos. 
James and Sienna traveled for a long time but still had not reached the end. 

It was rumored the Unknown Region was periculous, but they did not 
encounter any dangers. Moreover, James did not feel any pressure. It was 
likely that his incredibly high cultivation rank rendered the force in the area 
ineffective against him. 

However, he gradually felt an oppressive force on his body as he traveled 
deeper through the black mist. 

However, the pressure was nothing serious to him. 

Boom! 

After an unknown time had passed, James finally heard the sound of fighting. 

The battle was fierce, and the surroundings trembled. Even cracks began to 
form in the dark voids. 

 


